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The menu of Panda Express from Ames includes 15 dishes. On average, dishes or drinks on the menu cost
about $7.7. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Panda Express:

calmed criticism when I am someone who could eat panda every week and live happily haha. I recognize full, it is
a thicker sauce and definitiw American kitchen (as advertised) instead of authentic Chinese. more huh only when
he came only because I did not come one for the consumption of the paprika / wobble / etc that with aromen not

orange huh. read more. What User doesn't like about Panda Express:
decent location. nothing that is excellent, but nothing bad either just a normal, cool panda express. they had

gone through the drive around 19:30, from several menu points, but that's okay, it's close to. ends up waiting for
ten minutes to mimic chow, but they warn me before I ordered it, so it's no problem at all. eat quite decent and I
have no complaints! read more. If you're in a hurry and need something quick, you can get delicious Fast-Food
meals to your taste from Panda Express in Ames, prepared for you in short time, Many guests find it especially
great that they can try the versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine. Would you rather enjoy the food in your own four

walls or on a special occasion like a festival? Thanks to the in-house catering, that's easily possible.
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Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Spirit�
AMERICANO

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

Popular Item�
SIDE CHOW MEIN $3.9

Side� - � L� Cart�
SIDE WHITE STEAMED RICE $3.9

A l� cart�
HONEY SESAME CHICKEN BREAST $5.1

BLACK PEPPER ANGUS STEAK $6.6

Bow�
BUILD YOUR OWN BOWL 2 HALF
SIDES $7.8

BUILD YOUR OWN BOWL 1 FULL
SIDE $7.8

Plat�
BUILD YOUR OWN PLATE 2 HALF
SIDES $9.6

BUILD YOUR OWN PLATE 1 FULL
SIDE $9.6

Bigger Plat�
BUILD YOUR OWN BIGGER PLATE
2 HALF SIDES $11.4

BUILD YOUR OWN BIGGER PLATE
1 FULL SIDE $11.4

Ingredient� Use�
PAPRIKA

CHICKEN
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